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SPEAKER PROFILE:

TIM WADE

is a multiple-award-winning global conference speaker on
Transformation, Innovation and Motivation.
Tim Wade helps audiences lead and motivate positive change to
create positive business results. He’s done this for hundreds of
clients in 24 countries, with over 500,000 people.
Tim speaks globally and travels from Singapore.
Tim Wade connects with audiences in a way that is relevant,
impactful, results-oriented, and fun. He combines:
• over 19 years of corporate operational management experience
delivering change, innovating solutions to business challenges,
and motivating teams, with
• a background in Psychology (University of Queensland), and
• multiple award-winning leadership in management consulting,
speaking and training.
Plus his Foundation has created over 3 million impacts to people in
need globally. Tim doesn’t just motivate positive change, he lives it
and gives it. And he’d love to explore how best to serve you.

WHAT CLIENTS SAY:
“This is the second time I've
invited Tim as a guest/anchor
speaker for my event... The
management team is so
impressed with the session that
we are looking forward to have
him back for next year’s
conference! Thank you once
again for the fantastic session!”
- Agnes Lee, Marketing
Manager, IELTS, IDP Education
Pty Ltd, Australia.
“Mr Tim Wade is an
exceptional and inspiring
speaker. His talk aided all
attending public servants in a
very different perspective. It
was very appropriate and welltailored to our framework.” LTA Lim Zhong Yi - Singapore
Civil Defence Force
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Transformation

• Global financial services giant HSBC engaged Tim Wade to speak at their
leadership and operational conferences in Brunei and Singapore.
• Regional retail giant Courts engaged Tim Wade for 5 consecutive years to
lead their staff conferences, and to lead their corporate values
transformation initiative in Malaysia, Singapore and Indonesia.
• VISA hired Tim Wade to facilitate a senior management retreat for their
new Europe, Middle East and Africa team at an event held in Dubai

Innovation

• Innovation powerhouse 3M hired Tim Wade to facilitate their
management retreat in China.
• Telco giant Singtel engaged Tim Wade to lead their teams through brand
transformation programs and to creatively launch their internal employee
engagement initiatives.
• Singapore Civil Defence Force hired Tim Wade to lead several creativity
workshops to generate ideas and innovative ways to tackle the country's
future responsiveness to fire-fighting and other services.

Motivation

• Supercar manufacturer and distributor, Ferrari, hired Tim Wade for their
regional event on sales and customer excellence held in Singapore.
• Insurance giants Prudential and AIA brought in Tim Wade to motivate
their agents and teams to kick off the year, sprint to the end of the year, or
increase momentum and action during the year.
• The Dubai Energy and Water Authority engaged Tim Wade to deliver a
keynote to motivate positive change and increase positive action during
transformation at an event in the United Arab Emirates.

Organisations that have engaged Tim Wade:

WHAT OTHERS SAY:
“We utilised the
outstanding skills of Tim
Wade as lead facilitator for
a number of seminars and
workshops. Without
exception our clients
responded positively to
Tim’s leadership and open
encouraging style. With a
mix of humour and
extremely well-polished
speaking skills, Tim is hard
to beat as a speaker and
facilitator.”
Simon Kriss - CEO Sagatori
Consulting, Hong Kong

